Novel factor rescues ribosomes trapped on non-stop mRNAs.
Ribosomes are trapped at the 3′ ends of mRNAs that lack a natural stop codon. In bacteria, a reaction called trans-translation recycles ribosomes entrapped at such ‘non-stop’ mRNAs. The main player in trans-translation is tmRNA (SsrA-RNA), a bi-functional RNA that acts as both a tRNA and an mRNA. In the trans-translation reaction, alanine-charged tmRNA loads at the ribosomal A-site and translation shifts to the resume codon in tmRNA. Translation of tmRNA stops at a natural stop codon at the end of the small reading frame of tmRNA. In this way, the reaction simultaneously adds a peptide tag to the end of the nascent, incomplete polypeptide and recycles the stalled ribosomes. The peptide tag is recognized by cellular proteases that rapidly degrade the incomplete, potentially harmful polypeptides. The trans-translation reaction is not essential in most bacteria, raising the possibility that ribosomes stalled at non-stop mRNAs can be rescued by alternative routes. In this issue of Molecular Microbiology, Chadani et al. show that a novel translation factor, ArfA, can recycle a ribosome trapped at the 3′ end of a non-stop mRNA in the absence of trans-translation. AfrA is essential in the absence of tmRNA, showing that the two systems work in parallel to resolve stalled ribosomes.